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The Front Line Foundation Grants Death Benefit to Family of 

Hopkins Assistant Fire Chief Who Died in the Line of Duty 

The Front Line Foundation has paid out more than $320,000 in death benefits to 

Minnesota’s First Responders since The Foundation began in 2018 

 

MINNEAPOLIS, MN (November 8, 2022) – The Front Line Foundation (TFLF) announced today that it has 

granted a death benefit to the family of Hopkins firefighter James “Jimmy” Scanlon, 38, who was killed 

on duty responding to a fire call on Thursday, November 3rd, he died of cardiac arrest. Scanlon was a 14-

year veteran of the department and had served as the Department’s assistant chief since 2019. Scanlon 

also served as dispatch supervisor and radio communications technician for the Bloomington Police 

Department since 2017. 

This death benefit to Scanlon’s family brings the total amount TFLF has paid out to families since its 

beginnings in 2018 to $328,000.  

“Assistant Chief Scanlon was a man who started service to his community at the young age of 16 and 

continued to serve throughout his life.” said Suzanne Holt, TFLF President and CEO. “We are honored to 

be able to support the family of this first responder after he tragically passed away while protecting his 

community.” 

Scanlon leaves behind his partner and four children. He was a graduate of Hopkins High School and 

helped the city with various IT projects since he was 16. 

http://www.thefrontlinemn.org/


 

 

 

Founded in late 2018, The Front Line Foundation was formed to support Law Enforcement Officers, 

Firefighters, EMTs and members of the National Guard across Minnesota, to grant financial support to 

families of first responders who have died in the line of duty. The Foundation’s mission is to bridge the 

gap between the death and benefits being paid, which can help families with ongoing expenses. The 

Foundation also provides support in the purchase of tactical equipment for first responders which is not 

included in department budgets. 

“When families of a first responder are in grief, the last thing they need to worry about is money,” said 

Holt. “We are very grateful to our sponsors and donors who give us the ability to support these 

wonderful families who are experiencing a great loss.” 

 

About the Front Line Foundation: 
The Front Line Foundation  began as an attempt to help and support our Fallen Heroes, including Law 
Enforcement Officers, Firefighters, EMTs, and the Minnesota National Guard. The Frontline Foundation 
provides support to those who died while in the line of duty, by giving benefit payments to dependents 
of fallen first responders. Law Enforcement Officers, Firefighters, and EMT First Responders face armed 
and dangerous criminals, impaired individuals wielding weapons, even emotionally charged, and 
threatening domestic disputes. They are The Front Line Defenders of our neighborhoods, towns, and 
cities who face and diffuse the high-risk, frequently appalling situations we know or hear about, with 
disbelief, on the news. In addition to providing endowments and support for the families of fallen 
heroes, The Front Line Foundation will underwrite scholarships and training registration costs for Front 
Line personnel as well as support preparedness training for safety officers in hospitals, schools, and 
places of worship. Further, we assist with the purchase of needed safety and tactical equipment not 
currently within the budget of the local unit of government. For more information, please visit 
www.thefrontlinemn.org  
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